







Class Discussion Questions for those reading 

Brian’s Book of Interesting Buildings 

NB This exercise is intended for Class Discussion in the presence of a 
responsible, legally vetted teaching authority.   

DO NOT ATTEMPT THIS AT HOME. 

1. Write a short essay on why buildings are interesting. Do you think Brian would agree with 
you and do you care whether he does or doesn't?  

2. Imagine you are inside a school as it is being demolished. What might your feelings be 
and to whom would you express them (assuming you escape)? 

3. Why might there not have been room inside the four seater for Brian and why do you think 
Amanda’s family were slow to realise they hadn’t let him out when they went shopping?  
How might Brian’s perspective have differed from that of Amanda and her family? 

4. What is a coma?  Have you ever been in one?  Do you think Brian benefitted from his 
experience of it and might it have had a long-lasting influence on his life and philosophical 
thinking? 

5. Imagine you have moved home and changed schools. What might trouble you most? 
Unfriendly pupils, over-friendly teachers, a policy of white vests and navy blue knickers for 
male pupils? Explain your choices. 

6. What do you imagine feng shui is?  Does it go well with sticky-rice balls or would it go 
better with chow mien?  Brian’s father is sceptical.  Does this make him (a) a stereotypical 
racist bully (b) a man of his time (c) a fussy eater? 

7. What might it be that Brian imagines his Daddy is not getting from his Mummy and what 
might his Daddy need to do to restore normal bedroom services? 

8. Brian’s Daddy confesses to making solo trips to petrol stations that sell certain goods on 
the open shelf.  Might his problems with Brian’s Mummy be (a) the cause of this (b) 
potentially solved by this (c) have nothing to do with ready meals? 



9. Imagine you have been caught in an explosion at a nuclear reactor. What would most 
concern you? That you hadn’t changed your underwear, hadn’t brushed your teeth or 
hadn’t told your parents you might be late home. What would be the basis of your anxiety 
and would it matter less as you were burnt to a crisp?  

10. In the course of the book we learn that the famous composer Ludwig van Beethoven is 
hard of hearing.  Does this make his music (a) all the more remarkable (b) more heavily 
orchestrated than he in fact intended (c) harder to listen to without earphones? 

11.Why do you think Mr Careless introduces Brian to a Pendletons Twicer? Was Brian wise 
to accept it and should he have told his parents?  Try to imagine a healthy relationship 
with an ice-cream-on-a-stick-based product and/or its donor… what might this entail? 

12.Have you ever seen The Sound of Music? If so, do you share Brian’s enthusiasm? Do you 
think Christopher Plummer sings (a) too little (b) too much (c) not at all within the definition 
of the term? 

13. Imagine you are a nun.  Would you be most comfortable (a) singing “Dominique” (b) 
appearing on television as an art critic (c) growing organic vegetables (d) praying for the 
soul of mankind.  Justify your choices. 

14. In the story Brian’s Mummy is described as munching cornflakes and anti-depressants. 
What does this imply? (a) hunger (b) an unusual diet (c) a search for exotic flavours (d) an 
absence of milk?  What do you prefer with your cornflakes and is your choice ethically 
sustainable over the next - say 1.5 million years?  Draw a graph if possible. 

15.Why might Mr Careless have climbed the girders of the building and subsequently 
plunged to his death? What might have been troubling him other than a rise in interest 
rates? 

16.Are tall buildings an unconditionally good thing? How might your answer differ if you were 
(a) Mummy and Daddy (b) Brian (c) Mr Carelesss (d) Grandma (e) Lyme Regis District 
Council? 

17. Imagine you are Brian. How do you think your friends perceive you? Suppose that they 
think you are a twat. Why might this be and what should you do about it? 

18.What different uses might there be for a shed and for what purposes do you think Brian’s 
Daddy uses his. Are darkened window panes an essential or desirable feature? Should he 
have a wash and brush up before or after going home? 

19. Imagine you are either Amanda or Edna. How might you feel on finding yourself inside 
Euston station and not in a fashionable Michelin 5 star restaurant in the Shard? What 
might you want to do to Brian as a result?  Is violence ever justified and if so in what 
circumstances should the perpetrator be given a light sentence or even a caution? 



20.You dream you are being followed down a long escalator and perceive a shadowy figure 
behind you.  Is it most likely to be (a) Grandma (b) Brian (c) Mr Careless (d) Sadiq Khan 
Mayor of London? 

ADVICE TO DISCUSSION LEADERS: 

★ Try to maintain focus at all times 
★ Take short breaks whenever necessary 
★ Drink plenty of hot fluids 
★ Avoid alcohol 
★ Do not drive if drowsy 
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